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its commitment to sustainability,
UBS AM has recently extended its
SRI range and also introduced a
gender equality ETF.

CIO Insights With growing
demand from Wealth Management
clients, WM CIO and UBS Asset
Management developed an
innovative ETF that was one of
the largest smart beta fund
launches in 2017.
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Smart beta ETFs represent only
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European ETFs, considerably
lower than in the US. It appears
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“Many investors seek to achieve a better
diversification of their portfolios by adding
exposure towards certain factors.”

Dear investors,

Team Insights MiFID II and PRIIPs:
learn more about the impact of
these new regulations on passive
investments.
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Indexing Insights As there is not
a clear definition of the concept,
we think of alternative beta in fixed
income as any beta exposure that
is not ‘traditional’. We regard factor
investing and smart beta under
the ‘alternative beta’ umbrella as
two distinct concepts.
Matthias Dettwiler Head Index Fixed
Income, UBS AM
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Indexing Insights 2017 was a
record year for index investing
and the range of investment
strategies is growing. Our clients
are implementing increasingly
versatile and sophisticated solutions,
including specific factor exposures
and overall optimization methods.
Fekko Ebbens Head Institutional Client
Coverage EMEA ex Switzerland, UBS AM

2017 was a record year for ETFs and index funds. As we continue to see
greater demand from our clients for more sophisticated methodologies
across passive investments, many investors are seeking a better diversification
of their portfolios by adding exposure towards certain factors. It therefore
comes as no surprise that over recent years, demand for alternative beta
strategies in the indexing space has increased.

Andreas Haberzeth Head ETF Platform
Management, UBS AM
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CIO Insights
bilities of Asset Management ran
independent back-tests and analysis,
while market liquidity and trading
considerations were also debated at
length. Partners were selected that
offered the strongest track record –
with MSCI taking a leading role in
providing index methodology. Independent WM IPS Content Management
checks and processes were established
and applied to ensure that the final
product met the high standards
required by the WM investment shelf.

Collaborate and
innovate
Almost everyone has heard of smart beta or factor
investing. With growing interest from WM clients,
WM CIO combined with WM IPS and Asset
Management to offer a solution.

James Purcell
Head WM CIO Hedge Funds
and UHNW Investments
Executive Director

André Bertolace
WM CIO Hedge Funds and
UHNW Investments
Associate Director
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With exchange traded fund AuM in
smart beta products growing at over
30% CAGR over the last five years
(source: ETFGI) it was only a matter of
time before UBS Wealth Management
clients started asking for guidance on
the subject. However, despite its
promise, for the uninitiated, smart beta
investing can have significant risks,
such as cyclicality or data-mining. So,
in an effort to provide support for the
Wealth Management client base, WM
CIO wrote several research papers
which set out to demystify the subject
and provide clear advice for clients.
First of all, to reduce the risk of cyclicality a multi-factor approach was
suggested, balancing defensive factors
such as Quality with more pro-cyclical
factors such as Momentum. Secondly,
to limit the risk of data-mining, those
factors which have the strongest live

track records and benefit from strong
academic evidence were chosen and
explained. Longevity and clear attribution of outperformance were emphasized, rather than the highest information ratio. Thirdly, to further reduce
the risk of backtest overfitting, or, to
put it another way, over-zealous optimization of results, a “lego brick”
approach to portfolio construction
was chosen over and above more
complex methods. This limited overoptimization of the component return
drivers. The research-led approach laid
the groundwork for wealth management clients to engage with smart
beta on a firm footing.

With the product now launched it
has been encouraging to see it closely
mirroring the original CIO methodology.
WM CIO made smart beta a “most
preferred theme” – a conviction that,
over the medium term, certain risk
premias (smart betas) will outperform
the broader equity market. Assets
have grown, both across the advisory
and discretionary businesses. They are
now greater than 550 million, making
this ETF one of the largest smart beta
fund launches of 2017. To sum up, this
was an idea that began with client
demand and interest, then moved
through a WM CIO independent
research process, followed by a partnership spanning Wealth Management
and Asset Management, culminating
in strong client inflows and outperformance over conventional benchmarks.
It was an excellent example of crossdivisional collaboration and unwavering
client focus.

Follow us
on Twitter
twitter.com/UBS_CIO

WM CIO’s choice of equity factors
Small capitalization
Identified as a factor by Fama and French
in 1992, small capitalization exploits the
inherent risk of lesser diversified companies,
as well as the systematic error of the lack of
“brand recognition”. It is commonly captured
by market capitalization.
Value
Advocated by Benjamin Graham more than
70 years ago, value (or “cheap” stocks)
exploits the inherent risk of financial distress
and the systematic error of investor risk
aversion and herding. It is commonly captured
by price-to-book ratio, cash earnings,
dividends and cash flow.
Quality
Though espoused by business writers such as
Tom Peters and Jim Collins in the 1980s and
1990s, this factor only gained mainstream
attention after the “dot-com” crash of 2001
and the demise of “low-quality” companies
such as Worldcom and Enron. Quality stocks
perform due to a systematic error, and are
often shunned by leverage-constrained
benchmark investors who seek more adventurous investments in the pursuit of shortterm outperformance. It is commonly captured
by return on equity, earnings stability, dividend
growth, financial leverage and cash flow.
Yield
This factor is the equity equivalent of a multi
asset factor known as “carry”. It delivers the
highest relative returns in an “unchanged”
scenario and is commonly captured by
higher-than-average dividend yields and
buyback ratios.
Momentum
As a factor, momentum was first subject to
major academic study in 1993 by Jegadeesh
and Titman and has since spawned a circa
USD 300bn assets under management hedge
fund style – commodity trading advisor funds
(CTAs). Momentum exists due to systematic
errors that attach to investors who have a
tendency to buy what has already gone up.
This produces a herding effect and outperformance. It is commonly captured by relative
returns over varying time horizons.
Risk-weighted
In 1972, Jensen, Black and Scholes (of derivative pricing fame) identified that low volatility
stocks tend to outperform high volatility
stocks. The excess return is generated by a
systematic error stemming from leverageconstrained benchmark investors who seek
higher volatility investments in the pursuit of
short-term outperformance. Risk-weighted is
an evolution of the low volatility factor. It not
only allocates to low volatility stocks, but
limits the risk of “crowding” by taking into
account the correlation between stocks. It is
commonly captured via variance calculation
on stock price returns.

From here, the project shifted to WM
IPS Content Management and the Asset
Management’s passive products team.
Charged with commercializing the
WM CIO research, the research capa5

Investment Theme in Focus

The variety
of equity factors

Historical return (annualized)

Figure 1. Returns and volatilities of selected smart beta indices
covering MSCI EMU universe

Factor investing is going mainstream. In Europe, assets in factor
ETFs now exceed USD 50 billion after a record USD 10 billion
of inflows in 2017. With a proliferation of new products,
investors can choose from more than 240 smart beta ETFs.

Single-Factor Investing
The premise of factor investing is that stocks
with certain characteristics, known as factors,
tend to outperform the broad market over the
long-term. The most common factors include
Value, Size, Momentum, Quality, Dividend Yield
and Low Volatility. These factors have beaten the
market with an outperformance ranging from
175 bps p.a. for the Dividend Yield factor to as
much as 570 bps p.a. for the Size factor (Figure 1,
data from 2001). All six have delivered considerably higher risk-adjusted returns than the standard
Eurozone (EMU) equity market. The same is also
true for US equity markets.
Extensive academic research has confirmed that
equity factors outperformed broad markets over
different time-periods and across geographies.
Yet it also revealed some risks. While delivering
positive excess returns on average over the
long-term, factors experienced periods of underperformance and exhibited a certain degree of
cyclicality (Figure 2).

Fee

UBS ETF (IE) MSCI USA Select Factor Mix UCITS ETF
UBS ETF (IE) Factor MSCI USA Prime Value UCITS ETF
UBS ETF (IE) Factor MSCI USA Total Shareholder Yield UCITS ETF
UBS ETF (IE) Factor MSCI USA Quality UCITS ETF
UBS ETF (IE) Factor MSCI USA Low Volatility UCITS ETF

0.30%
0.25%
0.25%
0.25%
0.25%

* Currency hedged share classes are also available
Source: UBS Asset Management as of 16 February 2018
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Low Volatility
8%
Value

Momentum
6%

Dividend Yield

Quality
4%

MSCI EMU

13%

14%

15%

16%

17%

18%

19%

Historical volatility (annualized)

Investors have several ways of making a smart
beta allocation:
i) Buy and hold – an investor buys one or
more preferred factors for the long-term.
For example, an investor allocates to a low
volatility factor to reduce portfolio risk.
ii) Tactical bets / factor timing to express a
view on valuations of specific factors or
their short-term movements. For example,
an investor sees short-term opportunity in
European value stocks.
iii) Rotation between factors along the business
cycle. For example, quality stocks might be
preferable during economic downturns, while
momentum stocks might outperform in
recovery cycle.
An ETF replicating a specific factor exposure is a
transparent and cost-effective solution for each
of the applications mentioned above. UBS offers
ETFs based on four single factors: Prime Value,
Quality, Total Shareholder Yield and Low Volatility,
for both the MSCI EMU and MSCI USA universes.
Several of their features mean investors can
harvest the full potential of factors:
– stock weighting driven by factor score
– selective approach through targeting between
25-30% of the market cap of the parent
universe
– unconstrained in terms of industry and country
weights as well as other risk exposures

Matching Products
Fund Name

Size

2%
12%

Pawel Janus PhD, Head Passive and ETF Investment Analytics, UBS AM, pawel.janus@ubs.com
Marcin Wojtowicz PhD, Passive and ETF Investment Analytics, UBS AM, marcin.wojtowicz@ubs.com

Despite the broad range of products on offer,
smart beta ETFs represent only about 10% of
assets invested in European ETFs, considerably
lower than in the US market.¹ It appears that
adoption of smart beta solutions in Europe is still
at an early stage. However, many investors are
now investigating the merits of factor investing.

10%

AuM
(USD m)

NAV
ccy*

Replication

Distribution

ISIN

581
37
50
93
57

USD
USD
USD
USD
USD

Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

IE00BDGV0308
IE00BX7RR706
IE00BX7RRT25
IE00BX7RRJ27
IE00BX7RQY03

These features lead to strong factor exposure,
increased active share and avoidance of optimization constraints. Such an unconstrained
approach is consistent with academic research
on factor premia. It results in larger potential for
outperformance although this comes with a
higher tracking error against the parent index, as
would be expected. We believe this design and
sound methodology makes UBS ETFs particularly
attractive for smart beta allocations.
Multi-Factor investing
Multi-factor ETFs have emerged as an evolution
of single factor investing. They accounted for
40% of all inflows into factor ETFs in Europe
last year, which equates to roughly USD 4 billion.
The aim of multi-factor strategies is to improve
portfolio returns while reducing the risk by diversifying across multiple factor risk premia. This
approach is ideal for investors who want to
harvest factor premia in a simple solution with a
lower active risk compared to individual factors.
Academic research suggests that timing or
rotating the factors is challenging, so the multifactor approach may be preferable for many
investors.
UBS offers a multi-factor ETF based on the MSCI
USA Select Factor Mix Index. The index comprises
an equal weight investment into six of the
common equity factors: Value, Quality, Yield,
Size, Momentum, and Volatility. Such a portfolio
provided an excess return of 327 bps p.a. from
January 2000 (back-test) and delivered a fairly
smooth path of outperformance (Figure 3). It is
noteworthy that this index portfolio did not
experience a relative drawdown during the crisis
period, and that the live performance of the
index (since January 2017) delivered 187 bps of
excess return p.a. vs. the MSCI USA parent index.

¹ ETFGI report: ETF Smart Beta Insights, December 2017

Performance of selected MSCI indices from 31 Jan 2001 to 31 Dec 2017 based on TR
net. Low Volatility refers to MSCI EMU Select Dynamic 50% Risk Weighted, Size to
MSCI EMU Small Cap, Value to MSCI EMU Prime Value, Dividend Yield to MSCI EMU
Total Shareholder Yield, Quality to MSCI EMU Quality and Momentum to MSCI EMU
Momentum.
Source: MSCI, UBS Asset Management. Data as of 31 December 2017

Figure 2. Relative performance of MSCI EMU factor indices
vs MSCI EMU
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Performance of selected MSCI indices relative to MSCI EMU from 31 Jan 2001 to 31
Dec 2017 based on TR net. Low Volatility refers to MSCI EMU Select Dynamic 50%
Risk Weighted, Size to MSCI EMU Small Cap, Value to MSCI EMU Prime Value,
Dividend Yield to MSCI EMU Total Shareholder Yield, Quality to MSCI EMU Quality
and Momentum to MSCI EMU Momentum.
Source: MSCI, UBS Asset Management. Data as of 31 December 2017

Figure 3. Relative performance of MSCI USA Select Factor Mix
Index
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Performance of MSCI Select Factor Mix from 31 Jan 2000 to 31 Dec 2017 based on
TR net.
Source: MSCI, UBS Asset Management. Data as of 31 December 2017

Past performance is not an indicator of future results.
Results include back-tested data.
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Investment Themes in a Nutshell

Investing in companies that score highly on Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) criteria has accelerated lately in many asset allocation
programs. UBS Asset Management is the market leader in providing
ESG solutions with its wide range of SRI ETFs (USD 2.8 bn AuM).
Building on its commitment to sustainability, UBS has recently extended
its SRI range and also introduced a gender equality ETF.

Socially Responsible Investing
Socially responsible investing can help to bring about positive change by
providing tangible incentives for companies to meet ESG standards. The SRI
ETFs select companies with a high ESG rating while excluding those with lower
ESG-scores or who are involved in controversial activities. Our new UBS ESG
Universal ETFs also adopt an ESG assessment, but overweight top-rated ESG
firms, while underweighting the others. They also incorporate ESG rating
momentum to promote companies that are improving their ESG score.
Fund Name

ISIN

UBS ETF (IE) MSCI ACWI ESG Universal hedged CHF UCITS ETF*

IE00BDQZN774

UBS ETF (IE) MSCI ACWI ESG Universal hedged EUR UCITS ETF

IE00BDQZN337

UBS ETF (IE) MSCI ACWI ESG Universal hedged USD UCITS ETF

IE00BDQZN113

UBS ETF (IE) MSCI ACWI Socially Responsible hedged CHF UCITS ETF*

IE00BDR55F85

UBS ETF (IE) MSCI ACWI Socially Responsible hedged EUR UCITS ETF

IE00BDR55927

UBS ETF (IE) MSCI ACWI Socially Responsible hedged GBP UCITS ETF

IE00BDR55B48

UBS ETF (IE) MSCI ACWI Socially Responsible hedged USD UCITS ETF

IE00BDR55703

What does
‘alternative beta’
mean in fixed
income ?
As there is not a clear definition of the concept or
market standard, we think of alternative beta in fixed
income as any beta exposure that is not ‘traditional’,
such as the well-known FTSE WGBI index for global
government bonds. We regard factor investing and
smart beta under the ‘alternative beta’ umbrella as
two distinct concepts.

* Distributing share classes are also available

Gender Equality Investing
Our new Gender Equality ETFs seek exposure to companies that are leaders in
promoting gender diversity. Best practice here utilizes a holistic assessment
based on a multitude of criteria, including gender balance in leadership and
workforce, equal compensation and work/life balance, policies promoting
gender equality and commitment to the empowerment of women. According to
research studies by UBS and others, gender diversity combined with sustainability
may be a competitive advantage for companies.
Fund Name

ISIN

UBS ETF (IE) Global Gender Equality UCITS ETF

IE00BDR5GV14

UBS ETF (IE) Global Gender Equality hedged CHF UCITS ETF*

IE00BDR5H412

UBS ETF (IE) Global Gender Equality hedged EUR UCITS ETF

IE00BDR5H073

UBS ETF (IE) Global Gender Equality hedged USD UCITS ETF

IE00BDR5GY45

* Distributing share classes are also available

›

For more information, visit our homepage. www.ubs.com/etf
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Matthias Dettwiler
Head Index Fixed Income
Managing Director

Matthias Dettwiler has overall
responsibility for all index tracking
fixed income port folios globally,
including exchange traded funds.
Prior to being appointed to his current
role in November 2012, Matthias
headed the FX and Global Bonds
team in Zurich, and was responsible
for implementing active and passive
global bond strategies across Zurichbased portfolios. In addition, he was
a senior portfolio manager of USD

denominated money market, short
and medium term aggregate and credit
mandates for more than 10 years.
Matthias holds the “Certified International Investment Analyst” designation
and the “Swiss Federal Diploma for
Expert in Finance and Investment”.
He is a member of the European
Council of Bloomberg Barclays Indices
and the FTSE EMEA Bond Index Series
Advisory Committee.
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‘Smart beta’ in
fixed income
Although the concept has been around
for some years, there is no clear
definition in the market. So how do
we at UBS view it? Under the umbrella
of smart beta, we consider all nonmarket capitalization based indices,
with the exception of factor investing.
However, in our opinion, the term
‘smart’ is misleading as a non-standard
index is not automatically smarter. We
regard this topic as delivering more
targeted beta exposure for our clients
within a given risk-return framework.
A practical example is the Fiscal
Strength weighted Global Government index which offers higher diversification than the standard market
value weighted index with very similar
risk-return characteristics. We have
been managing a fund based on this
index for 5 years now and have seen
strong client demand.
Another solution in this area is our
liquid corporate ETF range. We aim to
deliver corporate bond beta exposure
by focusing purely on liquid bond
issues, providing comparable riskreturn characteristics to the standard
index with much lower transaction
costs, minimizing the drag on performance. We also complement the
liquidity approach with an SRI screen.
In practice, this means we offer the
same liquidity profile but also apply an
SRI filter from MSCI to exclude companies which do not fully adhere to the
high standard of sustainable investing.

‘Factor investing’
in fixed income
Factor investing is a fairly new trend in
fixed income. So, as an investor, if you
have no exposure to factor investing
in your fixed income allocation, I
would say “no worries – you haven’t
missed the boat”. At the same time,
it’s an evolution so we would recommend paying close attention as there
could be opportunities for all investor
types in the near future.
While factor investing has been very
successful in the equity space (please
see the article ‘The variety of equity
factors’ on page 6), it is still at the
early stages in fixed income. It is not
reasonable to assume that equity
factors will simply translate to fixed
income. Bonds are typically issued
close to par and should pay back
100% at maturity and pay a coupon
throughout their life. Equities tend to
be much more volatile and have sharp
price movements while bonds rarely
double in value (although there can be
exceptions like long-dated, high
coupon CHF or GBP bonds). That said,
we can try to use similar ideas when
talking about factors in fixed income
such as value, quality, momentum,
carry or size.
Value: A relative value approach used
by many active managers. They select
the highest yield/spread relative to the
lowest for a given quality. It can be
derived by selecting higher yielding
bonds of similar credit quality within
sectors. Fundamental value is mostly
based on quantitative screens, such as
credit rating for corporate securities.
Quality: A combination of fundamentals and duration in fixed income.
Overweight fundamentally strong
issuers based on credit ratings and/or
fundamental research while reducing
duration is seen as positive.
Momentum: Recent outperformers
continue to outperform so overweight
recent outperformers and underweight
underperformers.
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You head up the Index Fixed Income
investment team. How is the team
organised and what are the roles
and responsibilities within the team?
Carry: Overweight higher yielding
(highest spread) securities relative to
those which are lower yielding while
risk adjusting the beta exposure to the
market. For example, buying the same
issuer’s bond in a different currency,
hedging the FX exposure to achieve a
higher return in the reference
currency.
Size: Smaller issuers typically have
fewer bonds outstanding and smaller
issue sizes that tend to be less liquid,
hence there might be a liquidity
premium which could be harvested
over larger issuers.
Given the lack of a common definition
and widely available back-testing
results, I am still fairly cautious when
promoting these strategies. There are
two important points to keep in mind;
firstly, even if there have been robust
back-testing results, as and when these
factors become widely investible by
active and passive managers, such
results may not hold true for the future.
Secondly, the implementation of
factor investing ideas in fixed income
tend to be much more difficult due to
liquidity constraints and transaction
costs. In practice, if the strategy seeks
to harvest 20bps liquidity premium
but has substantially higher turnover
and wide bid-ask spreads, it would
not generate the desired outcome.
Last but not least, indices embedding
ESG factors are experiencing a great
deal of interest and I am proud of what
UBS Asset Management can offer in
this area. We have switched all of our
Swiss Institutional fund platforms to
become SVVK compliant and we are
among the first providers to offer
sustainable corporate bond ETFs in
Europe. As investors shift their focus
towards the impact their investments
can have, we are working toward
expanding our sustainable offering to
meet that demand.

Matthias Dettwiler The team
managing index fixed income assets is
split into two pools of investment
professionals: the portfolio managers
that are fully dedicated to index
strategies such as Global Aggregate,
Corporates or Emerging market debt;
and single market portfolio managers
who are specialists in regional markets
such Swiss Franc or Australian Dollar.
This set-up allows us to leverage their
specialized market knowledge. In
addition, every portfolio manager is
supported by several teams such as
investment specialists, research analysts,
corporate actions experts and risk
managers, to name but a few. The
investment team is highly experienced,
with most of the portfolio managers
having worked in the industry or even
at UBS for over 10 years. Every client
account and fund has a dedicated
portfolio manager and a deputy portfolio manager with clear responsibilities. Portfolio managers “own” the
performance of their accounts and are
therefore highly motivated to deliver
the best possible results for clients.
What is on the minds of your current
index clients or investors?
We serve a truly global and diverse
client base, and as such, manage a
wide range of index strategies spanning the entire spectrum of fixed
income sectors and regions. Fixed
income indexing is still less established
compared to equity indexing, which
has had a much longer and stronger
run. Therefore, we have seen greater
demand in recent years for everything
from traditional index strategies to
enhanced indexing, alternative beta,
ESG factors and other types of

“As we serve a truly global and
diverse client base, we manage
a wide range of index strategies.”

customization. Traditionally, clients
preferred index strategies for the
government sector but recently we
have seen far more interest in corporate and emerging market debt indices,
which are certainly more challenging
to track. To highlight just a few, our
flagship Global Aggregate fund, that
tracks a universe of more than 21,000
securities is popular with many of
our clients. Our liquid corporate ETFs,
focusing on liquid issues in fixed
income, have also experienced very
strong demand. For ETFs in general,
we try to stay innovative and offer
our clients attractive best-in-class
index tracking portfolios and not just
standard, well-known indices.
How do you go about customizing a
Fixed Income index portfolio to
address specific client needs?
The key is definitely to understand the
client’s specific needs and objectives.
We are often asked what our suggestions are for index selection and
investment approach to meet the
specific needs the client has. From
my experience, it’s the most fruitful
discussion to have as for an index
portfolio the most important decision
is the index selection. Standard indices
may not always be the best solution,
especially in recent years, as the
index offering has exploded. So not
surprisingly, UBS Asset Management is
loading about 20,000 different indices
on a daily basis!
Being able to leverage the extensive
experience of the broad fixed income
team is also enormously helpful as our
market can behave completely differently in times of crisis. While many in
our industry may have worked in
financial services during 2007/2008,

they may not necessarily have been in
a role where they were responsible for
taking daily decisions that substantially
impacted client money. Within our
team, in recent years we have added
young and highly skilled talents, who
bring new ideas and approaches with
them. This means we can leverage
both long-term experience and new
ideas when building solutions for
clients. In a nutshell, the earlier the
client involves us in the decisionmaking process, the more we can
offer in order to find the best solution.
With the rise of passive portfolio
management, what is your vision for
UBS Index Investments business?
For me, it’s not an active versus
passive debate but much more about
what best serves the clients’ needs.
The low interest rate and low volatility
environment have certainly made
active fixed income managers’ lives
more difficult. In my opinion, as we
saw in the equity world, irrespective
where we are in the economic cycle,
there is a need for active and passive
solutions. Given that in general, a vast
majority of fixed income assets are still
managed actively, I am positive that
we will see further growth in passive
fixed income solutions in the years
to come. I am convinced that to
successfully manage index fixed
income assets, you need talent and
experienced portfolio managers along
with a robust platform. At UBS Asset
Management, we have the great
benefit of being a truly global house
that can offer different solutions in
a compelling way. Our clients’ appreciation is reflected in our currently
managed passive AuM of CHF 286
billion across all asset classes.
(As at 31 December 2017).
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The next
step in
alternative
beta
Fekko Ebbens, CFA
Head Institutional Client Coverage
EMEA ex Switzerland
Managing Director
Based in Amsterdam, Fekko is responsible for UBS Asset Management’s
institutional client relationships and
business development in the EMEA
ex Switzerland region.
Fekko joined UBS Asset Management
in January 2006 from Lombard
Odier Darier Hentsch where he was
responsible for business development
with institutional clients in Benelux
and Denmark. He holds a MSc in
Economics from the University of
Groningen.

2017 was a record year for index investing and the
range of investment strategies is growing. Our
clients are implementing increasingly versatile and
sophisticated solutions, including specific factor
exposures and overall optimization methods. For
some, the logical progression is bespoke solutions.

Non-financial factors
More recently, and of particular interest, is the trend towards incorporating ESG (environmental, social, governance – sometimes
broadly termed “sustainability”) factors. At first glance, the motivation for focusing on ESG seems somewhat different as compared to
seeking higher returns or risk mitigation. Indeed, there is a growing
awareness amongst institutional investors that, in addition to financial returns, they also need to consider the social returns, i.e. the
impact their investments have on our planet and society. But this
need not be a tradeoff, as ESG criteria can also be indicators of
an investment’s long-term viability. Set up in the right way, ESGconscious investing does not mean sacrificing performance.

2017 was record year for ETFs and index funds. In Europe alone,
inflows into ETFs/ETPs topped USD 100 bn for the year, an increase
of over 90% compared to 2016. As the field grows, we are seeing,
in addition to pure market cap indexing and stand-alone exposures
to certain markets or sectors, the emergence of more sophisticated
methodologies. These seek to optimize risk-return characteristics or
target specific, granular investment views. And as the offering
becomes more varied, any view or strategy can be replicated.

One of the most important environmental risks is climate change.
Many asset owners have pledged to significantly reduce the carbon
footprint of their portfolio. This can be achieved in different ways.
However, an analysis of off-the-shelf low-carbon indices showed
that the available indices are all backward-looking and often
struggle with data quality issues. In close collaboration with a client,
we developed a methodology to reduce the carbon footprint on a
forward-looking basis. This solution generates returns equivalent to
those of a standard index, while achieving a 50% reduction in the
portfolio’s carbon footprint. We are now working with other clients
to enrich the methodology and add other ESG factors, with the goal
of improving the ESG characteristics of index portfolios versus the
underlying benchmarks.

It comes as no surprise, then, that over recent years demand for
so-called alternative beta strategies has increased steadily in the
indexing space. Many institutional investors seek to achieve a better
diversification of their equity portfolios by adding exposure towards
certain factors such as quality, low volatility and/or value. Some
achieve this by selecting off-the-shelf alternative beta indices. At the
same time, we have seen greater demand for tailor-made indices,
which we consider to be the most powerful tool to zero in on an
investor’s needs. We have partnered on a number of occasions with
clients who were looking for customized index solutions which, in
addition to alternative beta factors, for example also incorporate
exclusion lists and/or the client’s specific withholding tax status.
Once designed, the calculation of the index is usually outsourced
to an index provider.
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Alternative beta strategies, especially as implemented in bespoke
solutions, represent the cutting edge of index investing. As with
other investment approaches, a clear understanding of one’s own
goals and preferences underpins the process. Certain factors have
consistently shown above-average performance, while others are
prized for their diversification or other benefits, such as the aforementioned ESG criteria. The possibilities afforded by melding passive
investing with specific factors or even a tailored solution open
up new opportunities, which should only add to the growth and
evolution of index investing.
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Passive Offering

Three times
our best offering
To invest successfully means making the right decisions.
We show you the entire spectrum of index-based solutions
offered by UBS Asset Management.

UBS Segregated Mandates
Main clients
– Pension funds
– Corporates
– Sovereign wealth funds
Minimum size
– USD 100m
Advantages (tax, reporting, transparency, etc.)
– Customization
– High transparency
– High direct control of underlying
– Unregulated
Replication method
– Full replication
– Sampling

UBS ETFs
Main clients
– All client segments (asset managers, banks,
corporates, pension funds, insurance, retail)
Minimum size
– 1 share for all client segments
Advantages (tax, reporting, transparency, etc.)
– Intraday trading & liquidity
– Transparency
– Cost efficiency
– Granularity of exposures
Replication method
– Physical or synthetic replication
– Full or optimized sampling in case of physical

UBS Index Funds*
Main clients
– Institutional (pension funds, corporates)
– Selected asset managers (only clients with an
existing business relationship with UBS AM)
Minimum size
– No minimum size for retail share classes (1 share)
– Minimum investment size for professional clients
dependent upon exposure and share class model
Advantages (tax, reporting, transparency, etc.)
– Pricing (end of day)
– Tax advantages only for locally domiciled qualified
investors

A leading global index manager
across asset classes
Total index AuM by vehicle
40%
UBS Index
Funds

44%
UBS Segregated
Mandates

Total AuM
CHF 286 bn¹

Replication method
– Physical (full or optimizing sample)
16%
UBS ETFs

Contact
Fekko Ebbens, fekko.ebbens@ubs.com

Contact
Clemens Reuter, clemens.reuter@ubs.com

Contact Switzerland
Raimund Müller, raimund.mueller@ubs.com
Contact United Kingdom
Andrew Walsh, andrew.walsh@ubs.com
* Available in Switzerland and the UK only.
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Source: UBS Asset Management. Data as at 31 December 2017.
¹ AuM reported in official UBS financial statements CHF 286 bn.
Difference to above quoted AuM due to exclusion of index
element in multi-asset strategies. Total index AuM includes
equities, fixed income and alternatives.
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Team Insights

Ask our
experts
MiFID II and PRIIPs (Packaged Retail
Insurance and Investment Products) is an
EU Directive/Regulation which came into
effect at the beginning of January 2018.

What impact do these new regulations
have on my investment?

Andreas Haberzeth
Head ETF Platform Management
Andreas Haberzeth has worked for UBS
Asset Management since December,
2009 as Head of UBS ETF Platform
Management. He is responsible for all
ETF operational aspects including
Exchange Listing, Third Party Oversight
and Regulatory Management for full
and synthetic replicated ETFs domiciled
in Switzerland, Ireland and Luxembourg.
Prior to joining UBS Andreas was
employed by Deka Bank (Deutsche
Girozentrale) as Head of Trade Support
and Data Quality for Exchange Traded
Funds. Before joining Deka Bank
(Deutsche Girozentrale), he worked
as Head of Operational Support and
Service Management at AXA Investment
Managers Deutschland GmbH.

These EU regulations aim to promote financial markets that are fair, transparent,
efficient and integrated. The new rules further strengthen stakeholder protection and provide additional information on investment products. The directive
applies to all types of financial instruments including, Equity, Fixed Income,
Funds, as well as, ETFs, ETDs, OTC Derivatives, Structured Products, Private
Market Funds etc. and covers all client segments. Clients are subject to different
degrees of investor protection based on their classification as either retail,
professional, elective professional, or, eligible counterparty. The manufacturer is
expected to assume greater responsibility to protect end investors throughout
the product life-cycle. In particular the manufacturer must operate an appropriate product approval process, provide distributors with product related information including the target market, the distribution channel/strategy, and
whether the financial instruments are classified as complex or non-complex
under MiFID II in order to fulfil their obligations to the customers.

What new templates have been developed
to meet the additional disclosure requirements
and where can I find them?
As a result of the additional information disclosures, the European PRIIPs Template
(EPT) has been developed to facilitate the sharing of information about products
offered by insurance companies and fund-of-funds to end investors. There is no
legal obligation to share this data, but rather a practical and commercial necessity to meet the additional data requirements versus the end client. Information
that product manufacturers need to share with distributors can be disseminated
through the European MiFID Template (EMT) – an equivalent to the EPT. There
are two ways to obtain this data for UBS products. Either download it directly
from the UBS website, www.ubs.com/kiid or approach the major pan-European
standard data service providers (Kneip, FundInfo, WM Daten, Financial Express,
Morningstar, Bloomberg, Lipper etc.) and request access to the data.
For Swiss domiciled ETFs which are not UCITS, a new KIID (Key Investor Information) document has been made available since January, 3rd 2018 and can be
found on the UBS ETF website.

What are the main new disclosures
under MiFID II and PRIIPs?
For funds that previously needed to supply investors with UCITS KIIDs, the regulation adopts new methodologies to report the complexity of the product,
target market, risk and performance, along with additional costs disclosures
to intermediaries and end-investors. The composition of costs include, entry and
exit charges for buying and selling the product, transactional (i.e. broker
commissions, platform fees, stamp duty, transaction tax, forex costs), and
ongoing charges such as management, performance and distribution fees,
including the disclosure of inducements. A recommended holding period and
expected future performance scenarios are also shown.

If your question is not
answered, feel free to ask
our specialists:
ubs-etf@ubs.com

›
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Contacts

For marketing and information purposes by UBS.

UBS ETFs & UBS Index Funds

UBS Segregated Mandates

For professional clients / qualified investors only. The information and opinions
contained in this document have been compiled or arrived at based upon
information obtained from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but is
not guaranteed as being accurate, nor is it a complete statement or summary of the
securities, markets or developments referred to in the document. UBS AG and / or
other members of the UBS Group may have a position in and may make a purchase
and / or sale of any of the securities or other financial instruments mentioned in
this document.
UBS funds under Luxembourg and Irish law

Clemens Reuter
Head Global UBS Passive &
ETF Investment Specialists
Managing Director
Tel. +41 44 234 75 19
clemens.reuter@ubs.com

Aleksandar Ivanovic
Head UBS Institutional
Client Coverage
Managing Director
Tel. +41 44 236 36 33
aleksandar.ivanovic@ubs.com

Clemens Reuter
Head Passive & ETF Specialist
Sales Europe (ad interim)
Managing Director
Tel. +41 44 234 75 19
clemens.reuter@ubs.com

Fekko Ebbens
Head Institutional Client Coverage
EMEA ex Switzerland
Managing Director
Tel. +31 20 551 01 51
fekko.ebbens@ubs.com

Germany & Austria

Dag Rodewald
Tel. +49 69 1369 51 15
dag.rodewald@ubs.com

Reiner Hübner
Tel. +49 69 1369 53 79
reiner.huebner@ubs.com

Italy

Francesco Branda
Tel. +39 02 7641 44 06
francesco.branda@ubs.com

Michele Filiberto Marchese
Tel. +39 02 7641 44 16
michele-filiberto.marchese@
ubs.com

Global

Europe

Netherlands

Iberia

Switzerland &
Liechtenstein

United Kingdom

Marcel Danen
Tel. +31 20 551 01 66
marcel.danen@ubs.com

Tim Van Duren
Tel. +31 20 551 01 44
tim.van-duren@ubs.com

Pedro Coelho
Tel. +34 91 745 70 39
pedro.coelho@ubs.com

Juan Infante
Tel. +34 91 745 70 38
juan.infante@ubs.com

Raimund Müller
Tel. +41 44 234 39 81
raimund.mueller@ubs.com

Andreas Toscan
Tel. +41 44 234 20 10
andreas.toscan@ubs.com

Andrew Walsh
Tel. +44 20 7901 59 01
andrew.walsh@ubs.com

Malcolm Gordon
Tel. +44 20 7901 54 28
malcolm.gordon@ubs.com

›

For more product details, visit us on: ubs.com/etf

›

For more insights, visit our ETF magazine: ubs.com/etf-insights

›

Follow us on LinkedIn: ubs.com/am-linkedin
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The funds or securities referred to herein are not sponsored, endorsed, or promoted
by MSCI or Barclays, and MSCI and Barclays bear no liability with respect to any such
funds or securities or any index on which such funds or securities are based. The
prospectus contains a more detailed description of the limited relationship MSCI and
Barclays have with UBS AG and any related funds.
The MSCI indexes are the exclusive property of MSCI INC. (“MSCI”). MSCI and the
MSCI index names are service mark(s) of MSCI or its affiliates and have been licensed
for use for certain purposes by UBS AG (“UBS”). The financial securities referred to
herein are not sponsored, endorsed, or promoted by MSCI, and MSCI bears no
liability with respect to any such financial securities. The full prospectus of the UBS
ETF Sicav contains a more detailed description of the limited relationship MSCI has
with UBS and any related financial securities. No purchaser, seller or holder of this
product, or any other person or entity, should use or refer to any MSCI trade name,
trademark or service mark to sponsor, endorse, market or promote this product
without first contacting MSCI to determine whether MSCI’s permission is required.
Under no circumstances may any person or entity claim any affiliation with MSCI
without the prior written permission of MSCI.
Before investing in a product please read the latest prospectus carefully and
thoroughly. Units of UBS funds mentioned herein may not be eligible for sale in all
jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors and may not be offered, sold or
delivered in the United States. The information mentioned herein is not intended to
be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related
financial instruments. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results.
The performance shown does not take account of any commissions and costs
charged when subscribing to and redeeming units. Commissions and costs have a
negative impact on performance. If the currency of a financial product or financial
service is different from your reference currency, the return can increase or decrease
as a result of currency fluctuations. This information pays no regard to the specific or
future investment objectives, financial or tax situation or particular needs of any
specific recipient. The details and opinions contained in this document are provided
by UBS without any guarantee or warranty and are for the recipient’s personal use
and information purposes only.
This document may not be reproduced, redistributed or republished for any purpose
without the written permission of UBS AG. Source for all data and charts (if not
indicated otherwise): UBS Asset Management
This document contains statements that constitute “forward-looking statements”,
including, but not limited to, statements relating to our future business development.
While these forward-looking statements represent our judgments and future
expectations concerning the development of our business, a number of risks,
uncertainties and other important factors could cause actual developments and
results to differ materially from our expectations.
Austria: Paying Agent for ETFs: Erste Bank der oesterreichischen Sparkassen AG, Am
Belvedere 1, A-1100 Vienna. Prospectuses, simplified prospectuses or key investor
information, the articles of association or the management regulations as well as
annual and semi-annual reports of UBS funds are available free of charge from Erste
Bank der oesterreichischen Sparkassen AG, Am Belvedere 1, A-1100 Vienna.
Germany: Representative in Germany for UBS Funds established under foreign law:
UBS Europe SE, Bockenheimer Landstraße 2–4, 60306 Frankfurt am Main.
Prospectuses, simplified prospectuses or key investor information, the articles of
association or the management regulations as well as annual and semi-annual
reports of UBS funds are available in a language required by the local applicable law
free of charge upon written request from UBS Europe SE or from UBS Asset
Management (Deutschland) GmbH, Bockenheimer Landstraße 2-4, DE-60306
Frankfurt am Main or can be looked up on www.ubs.com/deutschlandfonds.
Italy: Representative in Italy for UBS funds, UBS Asset Management (Italia) – SGR
S.p.A., Via del Vecchio Politecnico, n. 3, 20121 Milano (MI), Italy. Prospectuses,
simplified prospectuses or key investor information, the articles of association or the
management regulations as well as annual and semi-annual reports may be obtained
in a language required by the local applicable law free of charge from UBS Asset
Management (Italia) – SGR S.p.A., Via del Vecchio Politecnico, n. 3, 20121 Milano
(MI), Italy.
Liechtenstein: The representative and paying agent in Liechtenstein for UBS Funds
under foreign law is Liechtensteinische Landesbank Aktiengesellschaft, Städtle 44,
FL-9490 Vaduz. Prospectuses, simplified prospectuses or key investor information,
the articles of association or the management regulations as well as annual and
semi-annual reports of UBS funds in German are available in a language required by
the local applicable law free of charge from Liechtensteinische Landesbank
Aktiengesellschaft.
Luxembourg: Prospectuses, simplified prospectuses or key investor information, the
articles of association or the management regulations as well as annual and semiannual reports of UBS funds are available in a language required by the local
applicable law free of charge from UBS Fund Services (Luxembourg) S.A., P.O. Box
91, L-2010 Luxembourg or from UBS Europe SE, Luxembourg Branch, P.O. Box 2,
L-2010 Luxembourg. For more information on the distribution of UBS funds, in
particular the applicable tax regime, please consult the Supplementary Information
Memorandum for Portugal, available free of charge from the placing agent.

Netherlands: UBS ETF SICAV, UBS (Irl) ETF plc and UBS ETFs plc is an investment
institution (beleggingsinstelling) within the meaning of the AFM and registered in
the Dutch register held with the Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets (Stichting
Autoriteit Financiële Markten). Representative in the Netherlands for UBS funds
established under foreign law: UBS Asset Management, UBS Investment Bank
Nederland B.V. Rembrandt Tower – 18e verdieping, Amstelplein 1, 1096 HA
AMSTERDAM, The Netherlands. Prospectuses, simplified prospectuses or key
investor information, the articles of association or the management regulations as
well as annual and semi-annual reports of UBS funds are available free of charge
from UBS Investment Bank Nederland BV or on the internet at www.ubs.com/
fondsen.
Spain: CNMV registration number UBS (IRL) ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS PLC: 1320;
UBS (IRL) ETF PLC: 1507; UBS (IRL) FUND PLC: 1381; UBS (IRL) INVESTOR SELECTION
PLC: 964; UBS (LUX) BOND FUND: 144; UBS (LUX) EMERGING ECONOMIES FUND:
477; UBS (LUX) EQUITY FUND: 148; UBS (LUX) EQUITY SICAV: 344; UBS (LUX) KEY
SELECTION SICAV: 336; UBS (LUX) KEY SELECTION SICAV2: 591; UBS (LUX)
MEDIUM TERM BOND FUND: 188; UBS (LUX) MONEY MARKET FUND: 653; UBS
(LUX) MONEY MARKET INVEST: 189; UBS (LUX) MONEY MARKET SICAV: 865; UBS
(LUX) SICAV1: 807; UBS (LUX) STRATEGY FUND: 146; UBS (LUX) STRATEGY SICAV:
864; UBS ETF: 1501; UBS ETFS PLC: 1624; UBS GLOBAL SOLUTIONS: 1448.
Representative in Spain for UBS funds established under foreign law: UBS Europe SE,
sucursal en España, MARÍA DE MOLINA, 4, E-28006 MADRID. Prospectuses,
simplified prospectuses or key investor information, the articles of association or the
management regulations as well as annual and semi-annual reports of UBS funds are
available in a language required by the local applicable law free of charge from UBS
Europe SE, sucursal en España, MARÍA DE MOLINA Nº 4, E-28006 MADRID /
AVENIDA DIAGONAL Nº 640, 2º A, E-08017 BARCELONA / FERNÁNDEZ Y
GONZÁLEZ Nº 2, PLANTA PRINCIPAL, E-41001 SEVILLA / C/ROGER DE LAURIA Nº 7,
1ª PLANTA, E-46002 VALENCIA / COSO Nº 33, 5º A, E-50003 ZARAGOZA, CANTÓN
PEQUEÑO 15, 4º, E-15003 A CORUÑA.
Switzerland: Representative in Switzerland for UBS funds established under foreign
law: UBS Fund Management (Switzerland) AG, P.O. Box, CH-4002 Basel. Paying
agent: UBS Switzerland AG, Bahnhofstrasse 45, CH-8001 Zurich. Prospectuses,
simplified prospectuses or key investor information, the articles of association or the
management regulations as well as annual and semi-annual reports of UBS funds are
available free of charge from UBS AG, P.O. Box, CH-4002 Basel or from UBS Fund
Management (Switzerland) AG, P.O. Box, CH-4002 Basel.
UK: UBS Asset Management (UK) Ltd is a subsidiary of UBS AG and is registered in
England. UBS Asset Management (UK) Ltd and UBS Asset Management Funds Ltd
are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). UBS Asset
Management Life Ltd is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation
Authority. Telephone calls may be recorded.
This material supports the presentation(s) given. It is not intended to be read in
isolation and may not provide a full explanation of all the topics that were presented
and discussed. Care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the content, but no
responsibility is accepted for any errors or omissions.
The value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up, and
investors may not get back the original amount invested.
This document is a marketing communication. Any market or investment views
expressed are not intended to be investment research. The document has not been
prepared in line with the FCA requirements designed to promote the independence
of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the
dissemination of investment research.
The information contained in this document should not be considered a
recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security and the opinions
expressed are those of UBS Asset Management and are subject to change without
notice. Furthermore, there can be no assurance that any trends described in this
document will continue or that forecasts will occur because economic and market
conditions change frequently.
This document does not create any legal or contractual obligation with UBS Asset
Management.
The recipient agrees that this information shall remain strictly confidential where it
relates to the Investment Manager’s business. The prior consent of UBS Asset
Management (UK) Ltd should be obtained prior to the disclosure of commercially
sensitive information to a third party (excluding the professional advisors of the
recipient).
Information reasonably deemed to be commercially sensitive and obtained from UBS
Asset Management (UK) Ltd should not be disclosed. This information is supplied
with a reasonable expectation that it will not be made public. If you receive a request
under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 for information obtained from UBS
Asset Management (UK) Ltd we ask that you consult with us. We also request that
any information obtained from UBS Asset Management (UK) Ltd in your possession
is destroyed as soon as it is no longer required.
The Luxembourg and Irish domiciled funds are recognised schemes under section
264 of the Financial and Services Markets Act 2000. They seek UK Reporting Status.
The protections offered by the UK’s regulatory system and the compensation under
the Financial Services Compensation Scheme, will not be available.
© UBS 2018 The key symbol and UBS are among the registered and unregistered
trademarks of UBS. All rights reserved.
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